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SMARTER CONFERENCE ROOMS. 
SMARTER MEETINGS. 

Lose the Wires  
Technology connects attendees to 
new or existing displays, projectors, 
and interactive whiteboards. There’s 
no need to waste time searching for 
the right adapter or dongle. 

Collaborate in Real Time
Attendees from any location can 
view, annotate, and share 
documents—in real time, every time. 
When the meeting ends, they can 
distribute content using the built-in 
file transfer feature.     

Share Screens Instantly 
With one Intel® Core™ vPro™ 
processor-based device running the 
Intel Unite™ application, workers can 
share screens wirelessly with 
peer-to-peer sharing.i

Get Meetings Off to a Fast Start
With a select Intel Core vPro processor-based mini PC in the conference room and the Intel Unite application on 
client devices, on-site and remote workers can connect to the meeting quickly and wirelessly.

What Is Intel® Unite™ Software?  
Intel® Unite™ software powers secure, connected meeting spaces; whether your workers are sitting around the table 
or halfway around the world, you can get started quickly. This easy-to-use solution improves collaboration for users 
while simplifying management for IT with powerful Intel technologies.

• Intel Core™ vPro™ processor-based mini PC – The latest Intel Core vPro processor delivers leading-edge security and 
performance together with innovative wireless capabilities. The foundation for Intel Unite is a conference room with select 
Intel Core vPro processor-based mini PCs.

• Intel Unite software – With Intel Unite software running on client devices, attendees can connect and interact with meeting 
content in real time, from any location.

Every minute counts. Today’s business world needs smarter meeting spaces—conference 
rooms that ensure that meetings start on time and that connect workers from any location 
to improve productivity. 

Unite for a better way to work. intel.com/unite

http://www.intel.com/unite
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Safer Meetings  
To improve security, attendees 
must enter the appropriate rotating 
PIN code to join the meeting. You 
can allow guests outside of your 
network to attend, or let them use 
the Intel® Unite™ software features 
without joining your network.  

Protected Data   
Enterprise-grade security ensures 
that data is 256-bit Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL) encrypted and stays 
within your corporate network. Data 
always stays within the virtual walls 
of your business and isn’t 
dependent on any additional 
vendor solutions.i  

Remote Manageability   
With the remote management tools 
of Intel vPro technology, you can 
manage all conference room PCs from 
any location to complete basic tasks, 
apply patching, or make repairs. And 
you can do it all with an easy-to-use 
admin portal. 

Simplify IT Management
With Intel vPro technology, you can integrate the Intel Unite software into your existing IT infrastructure and leverage 
the management tools, systems, and policies you already have in place.i And by simplifying the infrastructure 
technologies needed in your conference rooms, you can help reduce costs and improve manageability.

Unite for a better way to work. intel.com/unite
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Unite Your People, Solutions, and Platforms
The Intel Unite software connects all workers easily and securely with smart meeting spaces. Future capabilities will 
build on new innovations, including:

• In-room controls – Manage controls such as in-room lights, speakerphones, cameras, and temperature, and work 
with telepresence and meeting-room calendar integration to simplify scheduling.

• Multiple operating system support – Gain current support for Windows* and Mac* OS X* operating systems, with 
additional clients such as the Android* platform, the Google* Chrome* browser, and iOS to be added in the future. 

• Greater choice – Get a single, unified experience when using Intel Unite software with conferencing solutions like 
Microsoft* Lync* or Cisco TelePresence*, including the ability to choose the hardware, software, and conference 
room platform.
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